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Advertisements have become a reflection of culture and it demonstrates a wide 
range of disciplines incorporated to it. They configure a world suitable for the 
development of business empires and create it in accordance with the newly emerging 
purpose of the market. This paper focus on cultural study of market ideologies 
incorporated in the production of advertisements by analyzing the deep rooted notions of 
carnivalesque elements and approaches in their making and functioning by alternative 
reading of the advertising texts in the light of Mikhail Bakhtin’s theory of carnivalesque, 
celebration of grotesque and lower-body stratum.  
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Mikhail Bakhtin argued that order in a social system is manually constructed and 
therefore it is subject to resistance and transgression. Bakhtin terms the ‘carnivalesque’, 
which is intractably related to the images and practice of the carnival of the Middle Ages. 
It synchronized with laughter and therefore based on psychological life.  Therefore, it is a 
festive life, and the prime focus being on the laughter drawn out by the Carnival, or the 
gaiety and freedom it provides. This quandary laughter is developed through the use of 
several tropes, for example, grotesque realism, which emphasizes the material -body. 
Within this focus on the material-body, certain parts are often hyperbolized or 
exaggerated for a comic effect. The comedy is never vacillating though. According to 
Bakhtin in the technique of grotesque realism, the bodily element is deeply positive and 
that "the material bodily principle is contained... in the people, a people who are 
continually growing and renewed. This is why all that is bodily becomes grandiose, 
exaggerated, immeasurable" (Bhaktin 19). The duality of finalized and unfinalized 
systems is a representation of dominant capitalist ideology. Mouth, nose, genitals and 
anus are the main parts of a grotesque body. In the process of gradual development from 
unfinalized to finalized, or uncivilized to civilized, all the body’s product except tears are 
unmentionable in the mainstream of decent society. This apportionment of lower-body 
stratum occurred after Renaissance. Lower-body stratum is a taboo in the modern society 
and considered as a site of oppression in the case of women. Carnival and carnivalesque 
give birth to an alternative space outlined by freedom, equality and abundance. For 
Bakhtin, carnivalesque is affiliated to collectivity.  Advertisements orchestrate a world of 
real-unreal people. Also, they create a new perspective and new order of things by 
displaying the relative nature of all that exists. Another major aspect is brought through 
feasts and feasting which are often the setting in which images of the grotesque material 
body are presented. This phenomenon is instrumented through hyperbolized food stuffs, 
as well as large, gaping mouths. Since the feast is intrinsically tied to the grotesque, 
scenes of eating are often coupled with defecation or urination. The ‘images of urine and 
excrement’ according to Bakhtin, preserves the essential link with birth, fertility, renewal 
and welfare. In carnivalesque the feast and grotesque are integrated into the carnivalesque 
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spirit, that a feast is a necessary aspect of the carnival: "Feasting is part of every folk 
merriment. Not a single comic scene can do without it" (Bhaktin 279). 

The world of commercials and advertisements are carnivalesque in nature. A 
carnival can be described as a moment when everything is permitted. It is situated in the 
threshold between art and life. Displaying of excess grotesqueness is its main feature. In a 
way it is not a deconstruction of the dominant culture but it is an alternative way of living 
based on a pattern of play. Carnival is a more expressive performance than an 
instrumental one. For Bakhtin carnival is positive in its vigor and is a creative process 
which conceives a creative spirit. The advertisements of Axe-the-scent which present 
unpleasant aspect of body, the body odor in an exaggerated way and Vodaphone ‘zoo 
zoo’ expose an alien world which is indecent for the modern human world. It invited 
laughter as it parodies certain human nature and recreated some of the human follies. The 
Domex bathroom cleaner advertisement which portrays ugly creatures captures confused 
faces of audience.  

The advertising campaign in 2016 introduced by ‘INfluencia’ brilliantly captures 
effects of consumption of poor online content. In “Buff your Brain- cerebral 
malnutrition” series, they represent a grotesque human body in an exaggerated 
proportion. The deviation from the ‘normal’ human body and ‘inappropriate’ exposure of 
body is attached to low culture and lower class of society. The portrayed body is a 
resultant of unhealthy eating disorder and is considered as vulgar and amoral according to 
the dominant ideology (fig 1). 

 

Fig 1 
 The series of print advertisements which circulated for Glassing Sunglasses in 
2009 depicts men and women wearing sunglasses in a more offensive and cartoony way. 
The face is presented in shape of buttocks. Here the grotesque image is more 
recognizable as human transforming to the ‘other’. In the metamorphosis from finalized 
to unfinalized human form the celebration of lower-body part is quite evident. This 
represents a subversion of already established social constructs of a human body. Though 
the birth of the new form represents traits of freedom, it sustains ambivalence as 
exchange of top and bottom in a literal sense. And this ambivalence propagates the 
carnival laughter (fig 2). 
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Fig 2 

The print advertisement of ‘Hardees-Fresh Buns’ captures two buns neatly placed 
together and a woman’s hand firmly grabbing one. The advertisement reads ‘fresh buns’. 
The innuendo can hardly be missed. This can be read as a celebration of lower-body part. 
Here bun, a food item is ambivalently compared to a more grotesque body part buttock 
(fig 3).  

 
Fig 3 

In 2008 Mattel-Scrabble, one of the largest toy companies published their 
advertisement poster created by advertising agency Ogilvy Paris. This advertisement 
poster was created from seemingly random sketches scooped from human life as though 
the words spawned from the game, established their own interdependent yet dissociated 
threads of story. It captured the voice of various story tellers around the globe. The poster 
follows the same rule of the scrabble game, as the sequences are interconnected.  The 
sequencing logic behind the images in the poster is clearly grotesque.  Each image is an 
aftermath of the ‘before’ and it gives birth to the image ‘after’. The themes included are 
death, birth, eating, copulation, drinking, mutilation etc. All the images are harmonized 
into a continuous form. For example, the steak with hands represented in the image is 
transformed into a human with a cigarette in his mouth. The image of cigarette and frog 
can be read as a worm. The image of death is represented by the appearance of worm 
from the meat and the image of life occur when the worm arouse from the meat. This 
explains Bakhtin’s concept of “pregnant death”. There are references to bodily products, 
mutilated bodies, skeletons, masks, reversal of roles, gaping mouths, the protruding 
tongue, genital organs and exaggerated proportion.  

All these advertisements represent the social relations among the individuals and 
individuals within that capitalistic structure. According to the dominant ideology the 
distinguishing factor of all these advertisements is lack of morality. In other sense this 
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immorality is being imposed by dominant ideology and therefore it is based on lack of 
spirituality and immoral principles. Thus, it is possible to observe a contradictory nature 
of advertisements as on one hand it promote capitalist order and ideology and on the 
other hand, it dissipate cosmic fear through the element of laughter. In all the above 
mentioned advertisements, a transition from carnival cultural praxis to popular culture 
through its temporal and spatial constituents is evident. Therefore the phenomena of 
advertising is situated within the paradigm of carnival, which can be characterized by 
grotesque realism, billingsgate language, degradation of high images, celebration of 
lower body, masquerading etc. These carnivalized text enables people to understand the 
official ideology and to defeat the fear of death which is a tool used by the hegemony.  
CONCLUSION 

It is evident that advertisements carved a niche in the new media pillars with a 
carnivalesque perspective. By displaying the relative nature of all existing phenomena, 
they introduce a new perspective and synchrony of things into the forefront.  
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